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Pin Mill – Type RPMC

APPLICATION
The RPMC Pin Mill is a high speed
impact grinding machine designed for
the grinding of dry materials. These
include products such as sugar, salt,
spices, dehydrated vegetables, dairy
products, extruded products and a
number of powders, grains and seeds.
Satake have conducted numerous tests
to establish the capability of the
machine and have extensive field
experience of its applications.
The capacity of the Pin Mill is
dependent on the raw material and
finished product specifications. The
finer the grind – the lower the capacity.
The crosser the grind – the higher the
capacity. Generally the unit should not
exceed 2.0 tonnes per hour.
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OPERATING
PRINCIPLE
The grinding action within the Pin Mill
is achieved by impacting the product
particles with a series of hardened steel
pins. The product enters through the
eye of the machine and then passes
through rows of pins rotating at high
speed between stationary pins. The
product particles are shattered into
fragments as they progress towards the
outlet. This action creates a fan effect
and a high volume of air is drawn
through with the product, keeping it
cool. The machine’s grinding action
can be controlled by altering the feed
rate to the machine and the speed of the
rotor.
The RPMC Pin Mill is compact,
hygienic, requires little maintenance
and will self clean when changing from
one product to the next.

CONSTRUCTION
The RPMC Pin Mill can be
manufactured to a number of standards,
from the basic machine in all mild steel
up to dairy standard with all parts in
stainless steel allowing it to be washed
down.
The machine can be gravity fed or
installed in pneumatic conveying lined
which allows it to be adapted to suit
many applications.
Air purged seals for the main shaft are
offered as an option and are
recommended for certain installations.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Capacity:
Motor Size:
Compressed air:
Exhaust:
Weight:

Please contact Satake technical staff
Up to 22kW depending on capacity and duty
If fitted with air purged seals: 50 N/l/min at 100 kPa
above the pressure in the mill
765m3/hr air generated by mill
500kg unpacked

